Bio-services | Waste Pipes
The Royal Buckinghamshire Hospital
Wesley Rankin is the facility manager at The Royal Buckinghamshire Hospital. It is his responsibility
to ensure the facility remains functional, conforms to health & safety regulations and provides a
trouble free clean environment for its residents. These are all important factors for upholding the
reputation of the facility.
Over the course of a year Wesley was spending a great deal of time dealing with problems associated with the building‘s waste pipe system and drains. He had to arrange for contractors to jet wash
every six months the problematic areas of the waste pipe system, which was putting stress on the
joints and pipe work. He also had to deal with the problem of fat building up in the kitchen sinks and
connecting pipes. This was causing nasty smells and the pipes to clog up forcing him to make emergency call outs to unblock the system.
These kinds of problems are unpleasant issues to solve, quite expensive and may have a negative
impact on a facility’s occupants and reputation.
Wesley decided to solve these issues by purchasing a biological drain cleaning service from
BIO-ENZYM Ltd. One of our specialists attended the facility and within two hours, application of
powerful biological enzymes had been made with minimal disruption to the facility. This process is
repeated every six months to boost the system.
Wesley saved the facility over 10% on its annual waste pipe system maintenance costs and even
has a solution for all areas of the facility, not just those problematic ones, including eight external
apartments. He is now able to focus on more important issues at the facility safe in the knowledge
that the aforementioned problems have been solved, and in an ecological way.
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Monetary

TOTAL

Jet washing.

10% represents a saving
of £ 90.

Blocked pipes.

Biological drain cleaning
service.

Chemical cleaners.

Kitchen sinks fat solution.

£ 810

TOTAL

£ 720

Time
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